Enrolling in the Departments of Psychiatry and Neurology
Cultural Awareness & Diversity Training

1. Log into your Black Board account at my.rochester.edu

2. On the main page click on “Courses” on the top ribbon

3. Using the search box search for “Cultural Awareness and Diversity”

4. On the results page left click on the check mark in the “Course ID” column
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5. Select “Enroll”

6. On the self-enrollment page click either “Submit” Button
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7. On the self-enrollment report page click “OK” to continue to the course

8. At the Course Main Page, start exploring the content and resources in “Cultural Awareness and Diversity”
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To access the course in the future

Any of the following will work:

- Click on My URMC on the top ribbon. Your courses, including Cultural Awareness and Diversity, will be listed in the right hand column

- Click on Main on the top ribbon. Your courses, including Cultural Awareness and Diversity, will be listed in the center column

- Click on Courses on the top ribbon. Your courses, including Cultural Awareness and Diversity, will be listed in the center column